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I have been writing this column incognito for six months now.
It is time I reveal my identity.
Montaha Hidefi, CMG | Color Trends Advisor
Marketing and Business Development Manager | North America
montaha.hidefi@tiger-coatings.com

    

  

THE MONTH AFTER
December was a month packed with holidays and events, some of them very familiar and some
other really bizarre. For instance, www.holidayinsights.com lists 57 events to celebrate in December.
From 'Eat a Red Apple Day', 'Wear Brown Shoes Day', 'National Cotton Candy Day', 'National Maple
Syrup Day', 'Look on the Bright Side Day' to 'Christmas Day', 'Boxing Day', 'National Pumpkin Pie
Day' and 'New Year's Eve', not to mention the 'Mayan Calendar Day', there were so many occasions
to enjoy and celebrate colorful ideas with friends and family.
  
The month after the holidays, we are generally left
with white snowy grounds, gloomy gray skies and,
well, dark long nights.
Those who are lucky to witness the Northern lights
can enjoy a twirling sky show of dancing colors. The
rest of us could always add some oomph to our dim
surroundings by selecting objects painted or coated
with colors that reflect light, shimmer and flicker.
I selected three uplifting colors to supplement us with
a dose of pleasure to defy the gloomy vitamin D
deficient short days effect.

                

CHAMPAGNE 303
TIGER Drylac® product ID 38/15020
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CHAMPAGNE 303 reveals restrained suggestions of
high chroma crystal effect pigments, which prompt the
finish to smoothly shine with the grace of a glass of bubbly
draped with notes of silver and copper. This is a relaxing
finish with the ability to brighten a dull low light day.
To request a sample panel of CHAMPAGNE 303 contact a
TIGER Drylac Regional Sales Manager or Customer
Service | email or call 800 243 8148.  

       

GRECO
TIGER Drylac® product ID 38/68130

Unexpectedly engaging and somewhat textured. Rich
bronze and reddish gold hues are concealed beneath the
pearlescent effects dispersed by GRECO. This is a
highly sophisticated and tanned finish that could
transport us to a sunny Greek island in a blink of an eye.
To request a sample panel of GRECO contact a TIGER
Drylac Regional Sales Manager or Customer Service |
email or call 800 243 8148.
  

             

GOLD BROWN
TIGER Drylac® product ID 38/68192

  
Mystified between brown and gold, GOLD BROWN
reflects minute flashes of silvery effect pigments with
an audacious strike of hidden light expressions. The
peaks and valleys of the fine textured coating skin
intensify the glimmer as the light is dispersed across
the surface.
To request a sample panel of GOLD BROWN contact
a TIGER Drylac Regional Sales Manager or Customer
Service | email or call 800 243 8148.
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CHAMPAGNE 303,
TIGER Drylac® 2nd
advanced proprietary
consistency during the

GRECO and GOLD BROWN are colors from the Stellix product line;
generation bonded metallic powder coatings manufactured using an
technology that imparts advanced quality and a high degree of color
application process.

SERIES 38 is a super durable polyester TGIC weather resistant powder coating designed for
exterior applications and also suitable for interior applications.

Due to digital reproduction, discrepancies between the colors displayed and the actual powder coating should be
expected. For an accurate color and finish assessment, it is recommended to obtain a powder coated sample panel.

To request a sample panel of TIGER Drylac® CHAMPAGNE 303, GRECO and GOLD
BROWN contact a TIGER Drylac Regional Sales Manager or Customer Service
email or call 800 243 8148
Find out more about Stellix 2nd generation bonded metallic     
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